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65

3 Introduction66

The typical line interface of a communications system with 10Gb/s optical links67
may consist of three separate devices: an optical module containing a SERDES68

component, a forward error correction (FEC) processor and a framer.  The69
interconnection between these devices requires a parallel electrical bus operating70

significantly slower than the optical data rate. The objectives and requirements for71
this parallel bus, known as SFI-4 phase 2 are defined below:72

73

3.1 SFI-4 Phase 2 Objectives and Requirements74

1. Support up to 12.12Gb/s bi-directional aggregate data throughput such as75

SONET OC-192, SDH STM-64 [2], Digital Wrapper ITU G.709 [3],76

10GbE LAN, 10GbE WAN and other systems operating at the payload data77
rate in the 10Gb/s range, and including up to 21.7% FEC overhead.78

2. The interface can be used for point to point connection between framer and79

FEC processor, framer and SERDES, FEC processor and SERDES.80
Requirements for electrical parameters and control are the same between the81

different components.82

3. The Interface is payload agnostic  – function of the interface will not depend83

on any protocol or framing characteristics of the transmitted or received84

data.85

4. Capable of driving at least 8” of FR4 interconnect with one connector86

5. Interface should be capable of operating indefinitely, without losing sync.87

6. Support both in-band and out-of-band Forward Error Correction (FEC). A88

flexible clocking arrangement accounts for the additional FEC overhead.89

7. The interface is independent of the type of optics – serial, WWDM or parallel,90

SMF or MMF.91

8. Support of skew compensation over the signals comprising the interface bus.92

The de-skew algorithm used should minimize the complexity of the93
SERDES component.94

9. Support of simple and robust clock and data recovery of the signals95

comprising the interface bus.96

10. The interface may support independent status monitoring and received loss of97

signal detection through an unspecified management interface.98
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11. The receive timing reference operates continuously, independent of link99

status.100

12. Any SFI-4 phase 2 data receiver will tolerate being driven while powered101

down without damage.102

13. The interface may support data path link verification for component103

qualification and system integration test purposes through an unspecified104
management interface.105

106

3.2 SFI-4 Phase 2 system reference model107
108

The following is a general synopsis of the SFI-4 phase 2 interface.  For reference, a109

general block diagram is shown in Figure 1.  SFI-4 phase 2 is the interface between110
the SERDES component, the forward-error-correction (FEC) processor, and the111

framer.  It is designed to meet requirements of this particular application, although it112
may also be used in other applications.  “Receive” and “transmit” refer to data flow113

from the optics-to-system direction, and from the system-to-optics direction,114
respectively.  Note that the two instantiations of the SFI-4 phase 2 bus in Figure 1 are115

independent and may operate at different frequencies. For a description of test points116
A, B, C and D see reference [1].117

118
3.2.1 Figure 1: System Reference Model119
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3.3 SFI-4 phase 2 general description124

On both the receive and transmit interfaces, control and status information is sent125

separately from the corresponding data path.  To accommodate the expected minute126
frequency offsets between the data stream in the two directions, the receive and127

transmit interfaces operate independently.128
129

The SFI-4 phase 2 bus has the following general characteristics:130

1. Point-to-point connections applicable for connection of the SERDES component131

to the FEC processor, the FEC processor to the SONET/SDH framer or the132
SERDES component directly to the SONET/SDH framer.133

2. 4-bit wide data bus with each channel operating at up to 3.125 Gb/s.134

3. Electrical parameters are defined in the common electrical specification135

oif.2001.149 [1]. Parameters specific to SFI-4 phase 2 are included in this136
document.137

4. The maximum bus bandwidth of 12.12 Gb/s is sufficient to support SONET OC-138
192, SDH STM-64 [2], Digital Wrapper ITU G.709 [3] and other systems139

operating at the payload data rate in the 10Gb/s range, with up to 21.7% FEC140
overhead.141

5. De-skew algorithm on the data lines will be operating continuously to monitor142
skew tracking using transitions in the 64b/66b coded data.143

6. Data transferred will be explicitly scrambled. [reference 4]144

7. Minimize power consumption and the number of I/O signals to simplify PC board145

manufacture.146

8. Maximize commonality of the receive and transmit directions and of147

instantiations in different applications of the bus.148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
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156

4 Signal definition157
158

4.1 Receive signals159
160

The receive signals are related to the transport of data from the optics towards the161

system.  They are applicable to conducting data from the SERDES component to the162
FEC processor, from the FEC processor to the framer, or from the SERDES163

component directly to the framer. All receive signals, unless otherwise specified164
below, are differential CML as defined in the common electrical implementation165

agreement oif2001.149 [1].166
167

4.1.1 Table 1: SFI-4 phase 2 Receive Signal Summary168

Signal Name Direction Function

RXDATA[3:0] Optics
to

System

The Receive Data (RXDATA[3:0]) signals carry the data in
the optics to system direction.  Serial optical data, in 64-bit
data blocks, is scrambled and 64b/66b encoded and the new
66-bit blocks are striped onto RXDATA[3:0] in  round-
robin fashion. RXDATA[3] contains the first 66-bit block,
RXDATA[2] contains the next 66-bit block and so on.
When RXDATA[3:0] is generated, adjacent 66-bit blocks
have a relative offset of 16-bits relative to each other. There
will be 18-bits of relative offset between the previous lane 0
and the next lane 3 due to the additional 01 sync header
prepended on lane 0 prior to the next lane 3
transmission.Each RXDATA[X] signal is a 2.566 Gb/s to
3.125 Gb/s stream to reflect the additional 64b/66b  de-
skew overhead.

169
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4.2 Transmit Signals170
171

The transmit signals are related to the transport of data from the system towards the172

optics.  They are applicable to conducting data from the framer to the FEC processor,173
from the FEC processor to the SERDES component, or from the framer directly to the174

SERDES component. All transmit signals, unless otherwise specified below, are175
differential CML as defined in the Common Electrical Implementation Agreement176

OIF2001.149 [1]177
4.2.1 Table 2: SFI-4 phase 2 Transmit Signal Summary178

Signal Name Direction Function

TXDATA[3:0] System
to

Optics

The Transmit Data (TXDATA[3:0]) signals carry data in
the system to optics direction.  Data on TXDATA[3:0] are
placed on the transmit optical stream in a round-robin
fashion. TXDATA will be octet aligned. TXDATA[3]
contains the first 64-bit data block to be transmitted while
TXDATA[0] the last 64-bit data block to be transmitted.
The 64-bit data block is part of the coded 66-bit block
which includes the prepended 01 sync header. The 66-bit
blocks have a 16-bit relative offset to each other. There
will be 18-bits of relative offset between the previous lane
0 and the next lane 3 due to the additional 01 sync header
prepended on lane 0 prior to the next lane 3 transmission.
Each TXDATA[X] signal is a 2.566 Gb/s to 3.125 Gb/s
stream to reflect the additional 64b/66b de-skew overhead.

TXCKSRC Optics
to

System

The Transmit Clock Source (TXCKSRC) signal provides
timing reference for the transmit data path signals,
TXDATA.

TXCKSRC is nominally a 50% duty cycle clock with a
frequency that is one-quarter of the parameter: TXDATA
rate minus the 64b/66b overhead coding rate, which is
622.08 MHz with a serial input data rate of 9.95328 Gbps.

TXCKSRC is frequency locked to REFCK in the sink
device.

It is mandatory for the TXDATA source device in the
transmit interface to be able to receive TXCKSRC into the
REFCK and to use this input as a frequency reference for
TXDATA.  REFCK is frequency locked to TXDATA in
that an edge of REFCK/32 is synchronous to every 66th bit
of TXDATA.

Note: Although defined as separate functions by the
reference model, this signal description allows an
implementation to use a single device pin on the source
device as a common TXCKSRC or REFCK input.
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4.3 Reference Clock179
180

The frequency reference clock provides the frequency reference for transmit data path181

timing. All frequency references, unless otherwise specified below, are differential182
CML as defined in the Common Electrical Implementation Agreement OIF2001.149183

[1].184

185

4.3.1 Table 3: Reference Clock Description186

Signal Name Direction Function

REFCK System
to

Optics
or

Optics
to

System

The Frequency Reference (REFCK) signal provides a
frequency reference for transmit data path timing (framer,
FEC, and SERDES).  REFCK is nominally a 50% duty
cycle clock with a frequency that one-quarter of the
parameter: TXDATA or RXDATA rate minus the 64b/66b
overhead coding rate, which is 622.08 MHz with a serial
input data rate of 9.95328 Gbps.

187
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5 Logical Reference Models188
189

5.1.1 SERDES component receive interface190
191

Figure 2 below shows a logical model of the receive interface in a SERDES192

component.  The intent is to show the conversion of the serial data stream to the193
scrambled and striped data lanes.  No limit is placed on device implementation, and194

this model is not intended to represent an actual design.195
196

5.1.2 Figure 2: Model of SERDES component - Receive I/F Source197
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198
199

Data in the optical stream is scrambled [reference 4] and 64-bit data block striped200
across the 4 bit lanes of the receive data bus (RXDATA[3:0]) in a round-robin201

fashion.  The first 64-bits received is written into the buffer associated with202
RXDATA[3] and the last into that associated with RXDATA[0].  The buffers act as a203

set of FIFOs to bridge between the input timing domain and the receive interface204
timing domain.  A 01 sync header is prepended on each 64-bit data block to construct205

the 66-bit block prior to transmission. Each lane is transmitted 2 bytes (16 bits) after206
the previous lane so that the 4 lanes can start transmission in a 66-bit time period.207

The SERDES component includes functionality to ensure that RXDATA is clocked at208
a continuous rate to the FEC processor or framer device. The lock range of the optical209

receiver shall exceed 100ppm over temperature and supply range. The clock210
recovered from the optical signal is compared with a clock derived from the derived211

reference frequency, REFCK. If the recovered clock deviates from the reference212
frequency by more than 1000ppm, then RXDATA shall be clocked from a source213

derived from REFCK (plus the 64B66B overhead). Somewhere between 100ppm and214
1000ppm, an out of lock condition will be declared via an unspecified management215

interface, and RXDATA shall switch from being clocked derived from the recovered216
clock to being clocked derived from the reference.217
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5.1.3 SERDES Component transmit interface218
219

Figure 3 below shows a logical model of the transmit interface in a SERDES220

component. The intent is to show the conversion of the parallel and scrambled data221
lanes to the unscrambled, synchronized and serial data stream.  No limit is placed on222

device implementation, and this model is not intended to represent an actual design.223
224

5.1.4 Figure 3: Model of SERDES component - Transmit I/F Sink225
226
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227
228
229

Data on the transmit data bus (TXDATA[3:0]) is recovered.  Data from each bit lane230
is written into an associated re-timing buffer.  Data from the re-timing buffer231

associated with TXDATA[3] is transmitted first while data in that associated with232
TXDATA[0] is transmitted last.  The re-timing buffers act as a set of FIFOs to233

bridge between the transmit interface timing domain and the next downstream timing234
domain.  Wander between the bit lanes is absorbed by the re-timing buffers using the235

01 sync headers to eliminate skew.236
237

The function of the de-skew algorithm is to recognize the 01 sync header in the238
DATA overhead. These identify the start of the reference data in each of239

RXDATA[X].  Each of the RXDATA[X] channels is then compared with respect to240
the 01 sync headers. The de-skew algorithm performs a pattern match regarding the241

01 sync headers. Where there is a match, the relative delay of RXDATA[X], in242
relation to the 01 sync headers is found.  It is possible to compensate for the skew by243

adjusting the delay elements specific to each channel.244
245

A delay chain is associated with each interface signal that allows the de-skew246
algorithm to use the set of 4 relative delays to compensate for the skew in the SFI-4247

phase 2 interface and to reconstruct the original alignment of the transmit data248
TXDATA[3:0]. By default there is 16 bits of relative offset between adjacent lanes.249
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There will be 18-bits of relative offset between lane 0 and lane 3 due to the250
additional 01 sync header prepended on lane 0 prior to the next lane 3 transmission.251

252
TXOOA is set if a match has not been found on any of the 4 data channels. When a253

data match has been found on all 4 data channels, and stable skew data derived, then254
the de-skew algorithm is considered as locked, and the TXOOA is cleared. Skew255

compensation is monitored continuously, and the TXOOA alarm remains cleared as256
long as consistent skew data is generated. Reference [4], figure 49-12 and 49-13,257

Lock State Machine. TXOOA is active low and may be supported by an unspecified258
management interface.259

260
The function of the de-skew algorithm is to monitor the 01 sync headers on the261

respective data channels TXDATA[3:0]. Any mis-match errors can be detected,262
which would represent errors generated over the SFI-4 phase 2 interface. These263

errors should be reported as part of the minimum test requirements for the interface.264
These test requirements are described in section 7.2.265

266
267
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268
5.1.5 Receive interface of FEC processor / framer269

270
Figure 4 below shows a model of the receive interface in the FEC processor or in the271

framer. The intent is to show the conversion of the 4 scrambled serial data streams to272
the unscrambled and de-skewed data.  No limit is placed on device implementation,273

and this model is not intended to represent an actual design.274
275

5.1.6 Figure 4: Model of FEC Processor / SONET Framer – Receive I/F Sink276
277
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278
279

The CDR recover the data on the receive data bus (RXDATA[3:0]).  The re-timing280
buffers bridge between the receive interface timing domain and the system timing281

domain.  Wander between the bit lanes is absorbed by the re-timing buffers.282
283

The function of the de-skew algorithm block is to recognize the 01 sync headers on284
the DATA channels. Each of the RXDATA[X] channels is then analyzed for the 01285

sync headers. The de-skew algorithm performs a pattern match between the data and286
the 01 sync headers. Where there is a match, the relative delay of RXDATA[X], in287

relation to other data channels, is found.  It is possible to compensate for the skew by288
adjusting the delay elements specific to each channel.289

290
The de-skew algorithm uses the set of 4 relative delays to construct the compensated291

receive data (RXDATA[3:0]) that recovers the original alignment, prior to timing292
distortions. By default there is 16 bits of relative offset between adjacent lanes. There293

will be 18-bits of relative offset between lane 0 and lane 3 due to the additional 01294
sync header prepended on lane 0 prior to the next lane 3 transmission.295

296

RXOOA is set if a match has not been found on any of the 4 data channels. When a297
data match has been found on all 4 data channels, and stable skew data derived, then298
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the de-skew algorithm is considered as locked, and the RXOOA is cleared. Skew299
compensation is monitored continuously, and the RXOOA alarm remains cleared as300

long as consistent skew data is generated. Reference [4], figure 49-12 and 49-13,301
Lock State Machine. RXOOA is active low and may be supported by an unspecified302

management interface.303
304

5.1.7 Transmit interface in FEC Processor / Framer305
306

Figure 5 below shows a model of the transmit interface in the FEC processor or in307
the framer. The intent is to show the conversion of the data streams to the scrambled308

and striped data lanes.  No limit is placed on device implementation, and this model309
is not intended to define an actual design.310

311
5.1.8 Figure 5: Model of FEC Processor / SONET Framer – Transmit I/F Source312

313
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314
315

Data from the core logic of the FEC processor or framer is 64-bit data block striped316

across the 4 bit lanes of the transmit data bus (TXDATA[3:0]) in a round-robin317
fashion.  The first bit received is written into the re-timing buffer associated with318

TXDATA[3] and the last into that associated with TXDATA[0].  The re-timing319
buffers act as a set of FIFOs to bridge between the core logic timing domain and the320

transmit interface timing domain.321
322
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6 Component Functionality323

324
6.1.1 SERDES component receive functionality325

326
The SERDES component performs clock and data recovery (CDR) on the received327

optical data stream.  A simple round-robin serial to parallel conversion is performed328
on the recovered data to construct 64-bit data blocks.  No heed is paid to the329

underlying octet alignments within the optical data stream.  The first bit received is330
placed in the most significant bit of the word while the last bit received is placed in331

the least significant bit.332
333

334
6.1.2 SERDES component transmit functionality335

336
The SERDES component performs data recovery (CDR) on the transmit data337

(TXDATA[3:0]) signals. The signals are frequency locked but not phase locked to338
each other and can have un-correlated jitter characteristics.  Thus, the CDR process339

must be performed independently on each signal.  Data recovered at each signal is340
written into one of 4 re-timing buffers and is read out in parallel every 4 bit times of341

the transmit optical data stream.  The purpose of the re-timing buffers is to342
compensate for relative jitter and arrival times on TXDATA signals as well as343

transient clock differences between TXDATA and the transmit stream.  A simple344
round-robin parallel to serial conversion process stripes transmitted data from the re-345

timing buffer servicing TXDATA[3] first and data from that servicing TXDATA[0]346
last.347

348
6.1.3 FEC processor receive functionality349

350
The FEC processor performs data recovery (CDR) on the receive data351

(RXDATA[3:0]).  The signals are frequency locked but not phase locked and can352
have un-correlated jitter characteristics.  Thus, the CDR process must be performed353

independently.  The purpose of the re-timing buffer is to compensate for relative jitter354
and arrival times on RXDATA.355

356
The FEC processor compares the 01 sync headers on the RXDATA signals to357
determine the relative skew between the signals.  It then adjusts the delay through the358

re-timing buffers to compensate. The receive out-of-alignment alarm RXOOA is set359
until all 4 channels are locked. Reference [4], figure 49-12 and 49-13, Lock State360

Machine.361
362

As a result of the de-skewing process, the order of arrival of the bits at the output of363
the re-timing buffers is known.  I.e., output of FIFO #3 is the first bit received while364

output of FIFO #0 is the last bit received.  The FEC processor will search the data365
stream constructed from the output of the re-timing buffers for the framing pattern366

associated with the FEC frame.367
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6.1.4 FEC processor transmit functionality368
369

The transmit side of the FEC processor generates data for transmission by the370
SERDES component. It also continuously generates 66-bit blocks on the data371

channels (TXDATA[3:0]) to enable the de-skew algorithm in the downstream372
SERDES component, to compensate for timing skew in the SFI-4 phase 2 transmit373

interface.  The reference 66-bit blocks consists of a 01 sync header and a 64-bit data374
block taken from the transmit data bus (TXDATA[3:0]).375

376
6.1.5 Framer Receive Functionality377

378
The functionality of the receive side of the 66-bit block379

striper/synchronizer/descrambler is identical to that of the FEC processor.380
381

6.1.6 Framer Transmit Functionality382
383

The functionality of the transmit side of the 66-bit block384
striper/synchronizer/scrambler is identical to that of the FEC processor.385

386

7 64b/66b CODEC de-skew387
388

The data signals may encounter different delays in transit from the SFI-4 phase 2389

source device to the sink device.  The maximum relative skew introduced by the390
interconnect is specified at 20 UI.391

392
The bit-lane de-skew function is shared between the SFI-4 phase 2 source and sink393

devices at either end of the receive and transmit interfaces. In the source device, data394
is scrambled and 01 sync headers prepended onto each of the 4 data channels. The de-395

skew “overhead” is then sent with the 4 data channels to the sink device over the SFI-396
4 phase 2 interface. Data input to the sink device will have a relative offset by at least397

16-bit delays in each of the adjacent data channels. This is an intentional offset398
between adjacent data lanes. Relative to the earliest data lane, each of the remaining399

signals is at least 16 bits, or is up to 48 unit intervals, late, i.e. lane 3 to lane 0. There400
will be 18-bits of relative offset between lane 0 and lane 3 due to the additional 01401

sync header prepended on lane 0 prior to the next lane 3 transmission.402
403

It is the function of the 64b/66b de-skew algorithm operating in the sink device to404
compensate the amount of skew on each data channel relative to the 01 sync headers.405

The earliest arriving data lane may lead the latest arriving by 68 bits, which is 48 bits406
relative offset from the transmit process and up to 20 bits skew from the interconnect.407

The de-skew process shall compensate for intra-lane skew during the synchronization408
phase. External conditions may cause the skew variations which require additional409

compensation. Compliant devices are required to compensate skew up to 20 UI.410
411
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7.1 De-skew Functionality412

413

Table 4.1 below shows a reference for one of the four data channels, either414
RXDATA[X] or TXDATA[X].415

The 01 sync header is prepended on each 64-bit data block to construct a 66-bit416
block. A 66-bit block is generated in the source device, consisting of 8 bytes of data417

per lane plus the prepended 01 sync header.  Each reference block is delimited by the418
synchronization header, which is the 01 sync header. The data samples are419

transferred from the data bus RXDATA[3:0] or TXDATA[3:0] in 8-byte sets plus420
the 01 sync header per block, starting with RXDATA[3] or TXDATA[3] and ending421

with RXDATA[0] or TXDATA[0].  Each lane has 64-bit data blocks which are422
offset by 2 bytes on adjacent lanes so that subsequent frames on a specific lane can423

be transmitted 66 bit times later. After all the data lanes have been sampled, new 66-424
bit blocks are initiated and generated and the cycle repeats with the next string of425

data.426
427

7.1.1 Table 4: Sequence for sending serial data to per lane data428
Bit time Value Value Value Value Comments

1,2 01
(2 bits)

- - - 64b/66b 01 sync header

3-34 Sbit1-Sbit8
(1st byte lane 3)

Sbit9-Sbit16
(2nd byte lane 3)

Sbit17-Sbit24
(3rd byte lane 3)

Sbit25-Sbit32
(4th byte lane 3)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit1-Dbit32

35-66 Sbit33-Sbit40
(5th byte lane 3)

Sbit41-Sbit48
(6th byte lane 3)

Sbit49-Sbit56
(7th byte lane 3)

Sbit57-Sbit64
(8th byte lane 3)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit33-Dbit64

67,68 01
(2 bits)

- - - 64b/66b 01 sync header

69-100 Sbit65-Sbit72
(1st byte lane 2)

Sbit73-Sbit80
(2nd byte lane 2)

Sbit81-Sbit88
(3rd byte lane 2)

Sbit89-Sbit96
(4th byte lane 2)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit65-Dbit96

101-132 Sbit97-Sbit104
(5th byte lane 2)

Sbit105-Sbit112
(6th byte lane 2)

Sbit113-Sbit120
(7th byte lane 2)

Sbit121-Sbit128
(8th byte lane 2)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit97-Dbit128

133,134 01
(2 bits)

- - - 64b/66b 01 sync header

135-166 Sbit129-Sbit136
(1st byte lane 1)

Sbit137-Sbit144
(2nd byte lane 1)

Sbit145-Sbit152
(3rd byte lane 1)

Sbit153-Sbit160
(4th byte lane 1)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit129-Dbit160

167-198 Sbit161-Sbit168
(5th byte lane 1)

Sbit169-Sbit176
(6th byte lane 1)

Sbit177-Sbit184
(7th byte lane 1)

Sbit185-Sbit192
(8th byte lane 1)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit161-Dbit192

199,200 01
(2 bits)

- - - 64b/66b 01 sync header

201-232 Sbit193-Sbit200
(1st byte lane 0)

Sbit201-Sbit208
(2nd byte lane 0)

Sbit209-Sbit216
(3rd byte lane 0)

Sbit217-Sbit224
(4th byte lane 0)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit193-Dbit224

233-264 Sbit225-Sbit232
(5th byte lane 0)

Sbit233-Sbit240
(6th byte lane 0)

Sbit241-Sbit248
(7th byte lane 0)

Sbit249-Sbit256
(8th byte lane 0)

Scrambled versions of the
original serial data stream
Dbit225-Dbit256

429

Note: Transmission is from left to right then top to bottom.430
431
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Until the de-skew algorithm finds lock on all 4 data channels, the interface is in an432
out-of-alignment state, and the alarm RXOOA or TXOOA is set. The out-of-433

alignment alarms RXOOA and TXOOA are signals communicated over an434
unspecified management interface, and are not SFI-4 phase 2 signal pins. Reference435

[4], figure 49-12 and 49-13, Lock State Machine. RXOOA and TXOOA are active436
low and may be supported by an unspecified management interface.437

438
The function of the de-skew algorithm is to recognize the 01 sync header in the data439

channels RXDATA[X]/TXDATA[X], to identify the start of the 64-bit blocks.  Each440
of the RXDATA[X]/TXDATA[X] channels is then compared with respect to the 01441

sync header. The de-skew algorithm performs a pattern match on the 01 sync header.442
Where there is a match, the relative delay between RXDATA[X]/TXDATA[X] data443

lanes, in relation to the 01 sync header, is found. The de-skew algorithm shall adjust444
the delay of each RXDATA[3:0]/TXDATA[3:0] signal, such that the delay from445

source device to the output of the delay chain at the sink device is identical for all 4446
signals.447

448
When the skew of all 4 data channels is compensated the RXOOA/TXOOA alarm is449

cleared. The de-skew algorithm will continue to operate after the RXOOA/TXOOA is450
removed. Under normal circumstances, the interface will operate continuously with451

skew being monitored, and the RXOOA/TXOOA alarm remains off. If failure of the452
de-skew algorithm occurs, and any of the 4 channels fall out of alignment then the453

RXOOA/TXOOA alarm will be set. Reference [4], figure 49-12 and 49-13, Lock454
State Machine.455

456

7.2 Interface test requirements457
458

A minimum set of test requirements is defined to indicate that the interface is set up459
correctly and that it monitors itself for continuous reliable operation. The following460

functions are necessary to provide a minimum set of test functions:461

1. Confirm that each of the 4 data channels are connected correctly in both receive462

and transmit directions. The 64b/66b CODEC and striper/synchronization463
[reference 4] and re-timing circuits in each direction can implement this function.464

If persistent mis-match occurs with any of the 4 channels, then the RXOOA or465
TXOOA alarm is raised relating to the respective receive or transmit directions.466

The minimum requirement is to monitor each alarm. It would be possible to467
include functionality to indicate which channel is faulty – this would be within the468

scope of individual implementations and not mandatory in this implementation469
agreement.470

2. Verify that the de-skew function correctly compensates for skew over the SFI-4471
phase 2 interface. It is the function of the de-skew algorithm to compensate the472

level of skew on each data channel in both the receive and transmit directions.473
When a stable skew compensation is made on each channel, the interface is474

considered in lock, and the RXOOA and TXOOA alarms are cleared. These475
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alarms should indicate that the de-skew compensation is working correctly after476
initial power up and during continuous operation.477

3. It is possible to use the 64b/66b CODEC and striper/synchronization [reference 4]478
circuit in both receive and transmit directions to detect gross errors over the479

interface. Mismatch errors can then be detected in the data sample. It is a480
requirement of the interface to continuously monitor for these potential errors.481

The procedure for reporting errors is not part of the SFI-4 phase 2 implementation482
agreement, but should be included as part of the management function.483

484

8 AC Characteristics485
486

The majority of the AC characteristic of SFI-4 phase 2 is detailed in the common487

electrical parameters in contribution oif2001.149 [1]. Only those that differ are listed488
below. Skew tolerance is also different since it is increased to 20 UI.489

490
8.1.1 Table 5: Data Path Interface Timing491

Symbol Description Min Max Units
fD RXDATA[3:0], TXDATA[3:0]

data rate
2.566 3.125 Gb/s

fR REFCK,
TXCKSRC frequency

fD(MIN)/4 *
(64/66)

fD(MAX)/4 *
(64/66)

MHz

492

8.1.2 Figure 6: AC Timing Diagram493
494
495
496

0 1
66-bit block

010101... shown

REFCK
 (fd/4)*(64/66) MHz

Data rate (fd) Gbps

0 1 0 1

The time period for sixteen clock cycles is syncronous to 66 bits worth
of data with arbitrary phase relationship.

. . .

. . .0 1 0 1 0 1

66-bit block transmitted in 16 periods of REFCK

0 1 0 1

. . .

497
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513

10 Appendix A: Sample System Configurations514

10.1 Abstract515

This appendix describes some examples of different system configurations where the516

SFI-4 phase 2 interface will be implemented.517

10.2 Introduction518

There are multiple ways to connect two sides of the SFI-4 phase 2 interface together,519

specifically the clocking architecture.  The SFI-4 phase 2 interface reference model is520
meant to provide a guideline for this without restricting different configurations.  This521

appendix provides example system configurations in which the reference model has522
been applied to show the implementation flexibility.  This appendix does not restrict523

or dictate any specific configuration and is to be used solely as a reference.524
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10.3 Sample System Configurations525

10.3.1 Reverse clock example526

In this model the system sources all clocks from the SERDES.  The system reference527
is fed into the SERDES and in the case of the receive (RX) path the reference clock is528

passed in the same direction as the data, where in the transmit path the reference529
clock is passed in the opposite direction as the data.530

531
10.3.2 Figure A.1: Reverse Clock Reference Model532
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10.3.3 Forward clock example534
535

In this model the system sources all clocks from the source of the data.  This indicates536

that the reference clock is passed in the same direction as the data. In the case of the537
receive (RX) path the system reference is fed into the SERDES and is passed538

downstream to the FEC/framer, where in the transmit (TX) path the reference clock is539
fed into the FEC/framer and passed downstream to the SERDES.540

541

10.3.4 Figure A.2: Forward Clock Reference Model542
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10.3.5 Independent reference example545

The transmit path have independent reference clocks at different frequencies to both546

the framer and the SERDES.  The FEC is responsible for byte stuffing to547
accommodate for any differences in the two reference clocks.  In this case the SFI-4548

phase 2 interface is treated independently on either side of the FEC device.  The549
receive path has the reference clock passed in the same direction as the data as550

described in the previous two examples.551

10.3.6 Figure A.3: Independent Reference Model552
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10.3.7 Regenerator example555

The reference clock in this configuration must be derived from the receive data.  A556

"clean-up PLL" is used to provide a clean reference clock to the output SERDES to557
achieve high quality transmission.  The clean-up PLL can be of unity gain or include558

a frequency converter depending on whether data is being encoded or decoded by the559
FEC device.560

561
10.3.8 Figure A.4: Regenerator Reference Model562
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